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SCA Round 4 vs University of NSW C.C. 

Day 2 of Two Day Matches 

 

It would be fair to say that with the rain around Sydney last weekend (Day 1), the 
teams batting first had the worst of the conditions. The Ghosts batted first in all 5 
grades and they suffered. Only the fifth grade managed to find themselves in a 
winning position but had to settle for a draw. 

First grade, at home at Raby, scratched their way to 10/186 after a valuable 31 runs 
was added for the last wicket. Jordan Browne, who was unable to bowl in the 
afternoon due to illness, delighted all that were at Raby with some entertaining batting 
on his way to a quick 30 runs. On day one Nick Carruthers (31 runs) and Jack Preddy 
(46 runs) had been the main contributors. 

On a dry, flat, day two Raby wicket the Ghosts were always going to find it tough to 
defend their 186 runs. A century to University of NSW’s, James Henry, made sure of 
that as his UNSW team cruised past the Ghosts total. To their credit, the Ghosts 
bowlers toiled hard and twenty minutes before tea UNSW declared at 6/301. A par 
score for Raby #2 ground this season. Leg spinner Jack Preddy (3/80) and Luke 
Webb (2/33) were the most successful Ghosts bowlers. 

The Ghosts batsmen returned for the second innings and found some form. Nick 
Caruthers was ruthless scoring a quick 49 runs that included 4 x sixes and 4 x fours 
from 31 balls. Likewise, Scott Coyte dominated when he took the crease to strike a 
quick 36 not out. Stumps were called early on the second day as the Ghosts began 
to dominate the second innings. 

The biggest surprise of the round was 2nd Grade’s capitulation to UNSW given their 
unbeaten start over the first three rounds. Sent into bat by the UNSW captain at the 
Village Green, the Ghosts struggled in the day one conditions to post 10/146. Aaron 
Yabsley (59 runs) and skipper Danny Harding (41 runs) being the only Ghosts bats to 
settle at the crease. 
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UNSW declared at 6/218 in their first innings and when the Ghosts were dismissed 
for 168 runs in their second innings, they were looking at an outright loss and that 
they did. Jarred Lysaught (43 runs) and Faisal Nasim (42 runs) scoring half the Ghosts 
runs in their second innings.  

UNSW got their required 97 runs for full points 2 wickets down. 

The Ghosts 3rd grade lost by four wickets with the highlight for the Ghosts being a 
solid 89 runs from the bat of Lachlan Inger. Joel Stewart took wickets for the Ghosts 
again, 4/29, to give him eight wickets for the season thus far. UNSW 6/191 defeated 
Campbelltown Camden DCC 10/189. 

The 4th Grade match was completely abandoned on day two due to weather. 
However, not before the Ghosts 1st innings total had been passed by UNSW on day 
one. Ghosts 10/84 defeated by UNSW 4/167.  

The Ghosts 5th grade had opportunities to defeat the visitors but had to settle for a 
draw. Requiring one wicket for victory the UNSW tail end hung on.  

Batting on from a rain interrupted day two, the Ghosts declared at 7/271 with the top 
and middle order firing. Zac Gomes (34 runs), Jesse Kennedy (58 runs), Quin 
Passlow (54 runs) and Tanvir Sangha (56 runs) all scoring good runs for the Ghosts. 

Despite wickets to Mark Richardson, Syed Zaidi and Quinn Passlow the Ghosts 
couldn’t get the valuable tenth wicket and had to settle for a draw. UNSW 9/204. 

Next week the Ghosts take on Fairfield – Liverpool CC in the SCA rivalry round. The 
Arthur Watson Trophy being up for grabs. 

Jason Ellsmore 
Secretary 
CCDCC 
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